The influence of the two major varieties of first-language English, American (AmE) and British (BrE), on each other has long been a vexed topic, but with the advent of computer-searchable and diachronic mega-corpora, the foundation for the discussion has become more and more scientific and thereby more nuanced. Albert Markwardt coined the term 'colonial lag' in 1958 1 to capture a supposedly overriding pattern of language change between home-country and (formerly) colonial language varieties. This meant that changes in the English language normally started in the home country and were adopted only later, if ever, by speakers in the colonies or former colonies. The choice of term was unfortunate, as it not only ascribed a permanent central role to BrE and a peripheral one to AmE and other varieties but also implied a certain teleology: American English (AmE) lags behind British English (BrE) in its development and needs to catch up; the point of reference is the language of the home country that centuries ago launched colonies. We know, of course, that all language communities are in constant flux, so it stands to reason that varieties will always be changing in relation to each other, at different rates and along different parameters. With the advent of diachronic mega-corpus studies, it has become clear that Markwardt's 'lag' is merely one of many possible patterns of conservation and innovation between the varieties.
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2 The matter of language change and the influence of the respective main varieties on each other is becoming considerably more complex as we uncover diachronic patterns in the respective varieties.
This paper focuses on a grammatical pattern where there is virtually complete convergence between AmE and BrE today and where, for centuries, there also used to be virtually complete convergence between the two varieties but following an older pattern. The paper traces the historical shift from expressions involving the number word MILLION . This paper will focus on the timing of the shift, with AmE preceding BrE by roughly a generation. The AmE example also seems to have hastened the change in BrE, a case of what I have called cross-varietal easement, that is, the facilitation of a language change in one variety by usage in another variety (MacQueen 2010: 140, 165-166) .
Method and material
The sources searched for these AmE/BrE comparisons are extremely large, comprising tens of billions of words in total: Proquest's Historical Newspaper Collection (with complete runs of eleven major US newspapers, 3 including advertising, from their start, usually in the 19 th century) and Gale Cengage's The Times Digital Archive (complete run of The Times of London from 1785 forward, including advertising). These sources involve methodological problems that stem from the fact that they cannot be run through a concordance program that would provide exact counts of instances of variants. 4 Instead, users are limited to the companies' own software for searching the newspaper texts. This software returns a list of hits for each article or advertisement that contains at least one occurrence of the search string and also presents the hits highlighted in digital facsimiles of the newspaper pages. It is thus not possible to extract a running plain text version that could be concordanced. To overcome this limitation, I devised a measure of the 'proxy frequency' of variants, which counted the number of articles or the equivalent that included at least one instance of the search string. This means that the actual number might be much higher than the single proxy instance, but it was simply not feasible to manually scan the articles for further instances. Consistent use of the relative proxy frequency of the respective expressions per year yielded fully satisfactory readings for comparing the older and newer variants. Both sources were searched for two…ten millions vs. two…ten million for each year of publication, that is, nine searches for the millions variant and nine searches for the million variant for each year. 1 8 9 2 1 8 9 4 1 8 9 6 1 8 9 8 1 9 0 0 1 9 0 2 1 9 0 4 1 9 0 6 1 9 0 8 1 9 1 0 1 9 1 2 1 9 1 4 1 9 1 6 1 9 1 8 1 9 2 0 1 9 2 2 1 9 2 4 1 9 2 6 1 9 2 8 1 9 3 0 1 9 3 2 1 9 3 4 1 9 3 6 1 9 3 8 1 9 4 0 1 9 4 2 1 9 4 4 1 9 4 6 1 9 4 8 1 9 5 0 
Discussion and conclusions
It may be that the difference in the rate of the shift is partly due to the circumstance that the British sample is from a single newspaper and the American sample from several, although if this were simply a matter of a house style, the shift would clearly have been much more abrupt. The most likely reason for the more rapid, but nevertheless gradual, adoption of the PdE expression in The Times is the fact that American usage was already in the realm of 60-70-percent dominance for the PdE expression when the shift got underway in the UK. While it is difficult to determine precisely what prompted BrE usage to change, it is tempting to suggest that changing AmE usage had some sway, perhaps triggering the beginning of a shift in BrE and even more likely causing the change, once started, to be faster in the UK than it had been in the US, where there was no model in which the PdE expression was dominant. The shift in usage in the two varieties took place during the period that witnessed both the peak of the British Empire and the eclipsing of Britain by the US as the world's largest economy. This influence of AmE on BrE usage -here limited to newspaper usage, but probably applicable to usage in general -is likely a case of what could be called cross-varietal easement. While they were difficult to discern in the past, numerous examples of such directional influence will no doubt be uncovered regarding several parameters as reliable diachronic megacorpora continue to be mined for patterns in usage across varieties and time. 
